Conference

Law and Diversity
European and Latin American Experiences from a Legal Historical Perspective
– Public Law –

All times in Central European Time (C.E.T.).
Please adjust to your local time zone.

Thursday, 26 November 2020

13:00 – 13:30 Welcome and Introduction
Peter Collin
Manuel Bastias Saavedra

13:30 – 14:20 Pluralistic concepts of public law
Main contribution:
Luigi Nuzzo, Italy
Comments:
Leonard Wolckenhaar, Germany
Gustavo Cabral, Brazil

14:20 – 14:35 Virtual break

14:35 – 15:35 Creation and development of concepts of citizens and inhabitants
Main contribution:
Eduardo Zimmermann, Argentina
Comments:
Dieter Gosewinkel, Germany
Tatiana Borisova, Russia
Pablo Marshall, Chile

15:35 – 15:50 Virtual break

15:50 – 16:50 Diversity and fundamental rights
Main contribution:
José Maria Portillo, Spain
Comments:
Julio Cesar Guanche, Cuba
Eugenio Velasco Ibarra, Mexico
Nenad Stefanov, Yugoslavia
Friday, 27 November 2020

12:30 – 13:20 **Diversity and electoral law**
Main contribution: 
  *Pablo Marshall*, Chile
Comments:
  *Blanca Rodriguez Ruiz*, Spain
  *Ania Tarnowska*, Poland

13:20 – 13:35 Virtual break

13:35 – 14:25 **Diversity and territorial state organisation**
Main contribution: 
  *Andres Estefane*, Chile
Comments:
  *Samuel Barbosa*, Brazil
  *Andreas Thier*, Switzerland

14:25 – 14:40 Virtual break

14:40 – 15:25 **The principle of equality**
Main contribution: 
  *Liliana Ronconi*, Argentina
Comments:
  *Alberto Coddou*, Chile

15:25 – 15:40 Virtual break

15:40 – 16:30 **Final discussion**